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Paddling Pacific Northwest Whitewater is the definitive guide to the best rivers and creeks for

kayaking and rafting in Washington and Oregonâ€”home to some of the most fun (and challenging)

whitewater in the world. Including over 240 detailed run descriptions from local area paddlers who

know these rivers and creeks better than anyone else, this is the only book youâ€™ll ever need for a

lifetimeâ€™s-worth of paddling in the Pacific Northwest. Includesâ€¦Run descriptionsShuttle

directionsDetailed mapsMin. and max. recommended flowsScouting adviceAwesome photosAnd

more!
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The photos in this guide book are amazing, it's completely fabulous boater porn. On the down side

the river descriptions are severally lacking. When a river is rated as III (IV+) and there is no

explanation as to why the value is really lost! The value in this book is finding a river in the area you

want and then go find specifics you need.

I can't give this less than a 4 because I am so happy that someone made a new PNW whitewater

guide. On the other hand, it would be nice if this book included an index, table of contents, and

actual info on what the lines are through these runs. Some run descriptions have info on the lines,

others have absolutely not a single mention of how to actually paddle the run. So don't be surprised

about that.



Well, there is no table of contents or index in this book. Good luck finding something quick. I would

also not call this a "guide" as it generally only has brief snipets/summaries of runs. You will have to

do more research than presented here for several of these to actually get on the river. No maps

either. Mostly just a picture show. Good table top book to look at, but this is not a guide. More of a

an inspirational work to get you stoked on something, then you need to due further research to

make a trip happen. p.s. I also have photo credits in this book.

Extremely informative with all the information needed to have a great time, fantastic photos, easy

read. Recommend it to all levels of white water enthusiasts

Enticing descriptions with stunning photos. I can't wait to take this book on my whitewater

adventures!
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